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Outline 
• This is a short presentation making two points: 
• A wealth of information about places in Britain is 

now available online, making it possible to base 
small-scale historical research projects entirely 
on online resources 

• But much detailed work is still needed to enable 
the fullest use to be made of all this material 
– Presentation uses the example of the village of 

Sawley, near Harrogate in Yorkshire, drawn from a 
first year course I run 



Wikipedia article for Sawley, 
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Wikipedia article for Sawley, 
North Yorkshire: Before 

• Each student in my first year course is assigned a 
different Wikipedia stub article, like this, to expand 

• Each article is about some village in northern England 
they have never visited 

• NB they are editing the actual Wikipedia articles, live 



Wikipedia article for Sawley, 
North Yorkshire: After 



Wikipedia article for Sawley, 
North Yorkshire: References 

• The students are banned from 
visiting “their” village 

• Nothing in Portsmouth libraries 
• So research must be entirely online 



Placename data for 
Sawley from Survey of 
English Place Names 



BBC 
Domesday 

material for 
Sawley 



Monumental 
Trees for 
Sawley (!) 



2011 Key Statistics for Sawley 
from Neighbourhood Statistics 



Population data 
for Sawley 1881-
1961 from Vision 
of Britain 



Population data 
for Sawley 1801-
51 from Hist-
Pop (Essex) 

 



Population data 
for Sawley 1801-
51 from Hist-
Pop (Essex) 

But how do you find 
this information, 
within a vast set of 
scanned images? 
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FINDABLE: looking 
for historical 
information about 
Sawley via Google 

Our high ranking in 
Google comes not from 
Search Engine 
Optimisation tricks but 
from having a very formal 
semantic structure 

… and being this findable 
leads to massive usage 
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maps”: Old Maps 
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“Google for old 
maps”: Old Maps 
Online 

The Curators' 100 
(http://www.bl.uk/100websites/top100.html): 
• Scotland.org - Everything from science to 

sport, Burns to bagpipes plus living and 
working in Scotland today - a window into life 
in Scotland 

• Twitter - An amazing source of historical data 
with every tweeter helping to build up a 
picture of the world at large - the challenge 
here is how to capture it 

• Old Maps Online - Overlays digitised images 
of historical maps onto modern maps - this 
type of visual search is revolutionising the 
way in which we conduct historical research 
and will be invaluable for future researchers 
wishing to dive through layers of history 
geographically 

• Shit London – A crowdsourced project which 
encourages Londoner’s to send in snaps of 
the humorous and sometimes drab details of 
the city, capturing images which would 
otherwise be overlooked 

http://www.scotland.org/�
http://www.twitter.com/�
http://www.oldmapsonline.org/�
http://shitlondon.co.uk/�


By contrast, Social Explorer 

• Created by NSF-funded National Historical GIS 
• Very much a GIS, not a Place Information System 
• Clearly contains time series data for counties, but 

impossible to access them 
– Top 3 Google matches for “percentage black in 1900 in 

Taliaferro county, Georgia” are from Wikipedia 



We have at last fixed the 
statistical mapping in 
Vision of Britain, but place 
matters more than space 



What is not available online for Sawley: 
• Nothing from the Victoria County Histories: 

 

 

 

• Nothing from a range of pre-1800 statistical 
surveys, despite much AHRC and ESRC money 
having gone into transcription projects 



CITABLE: URLs for web pages about Sawley 
• Wikipedia: 

– http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sawley,_North_Yorkshire 

• Vision of Britain (work funded by “Embedding” project in 2010-11): 
– http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/place/14171 

– http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10466830/cube/TOT_POP 

• Hist-Pop (Essex University): 
– Census of Great Britain, 1851, Population tables, I. Number of the inhabitants in 1801, 1811, 

1821, 1831, 1841 and 1851. Vol. II BPP 1852-53 LXXXVI (1632) 18  

– http://histpop.org/ohpr/servlet/PageBrowser?path=Browse/Census%20%28by%20date%29/1
851&active=yes&mno=28&tocstate=expandnew&display=sections&display=tables&display=pa
getitles&pageseq=221&zoom=3 

• Neighbourhood Statistics (ONS site for 2011 census): 
– http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=3&b=111282

17&c=sawley&d=16&e=62&g=6454419&i=1001x1003x1032x1004&m=0&r=1&s=13725195019
53&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2538&nsjs=true&nsck=false&nssvg=false&nswid=1616 

– It turns out parts of the above URL can be left out – but can you guess which? 



LINKABLE & 
EMBEDDABLE: 

• Organising information so that 
computers can find and work with it 

• This is some of our information 
about Sawley from Vision of Britain, 
but presented as RDF/XML, a 
language of the semantic web 



Sawley as 
RDF/XML, 
from 
Wikidata 

http://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q2342439.rdf 



Sawley as 
RDF/XML, 
from 
Wikidata 

http://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Special:EntityData/Q2342439.rdf 

RDF as a lingua 
franca, enabling us 
to jointly build …. 
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2011 as became too big 

The 
Linked 
Open 
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The 
Linked 
Open 
Data 
Cloud 

• It may be that we can do very large scale data analysis 
across multiple bodies of information within the linked 
data cloud 

• “ONS is developing an Application Programming 
Interface which will provide machine to machine 
access to census data for other web systems.” 

• Contributed to this via CAIRD project with MIMAS 
• Obvious potential for publishing VoB content 

using Data Cube Methodology developed by ONS 
• But what has by now been widely demonstrated is the 

potential for drawing on the cloud for mash-ups 
• Numerous web sites presenting government data 

accessed via an API, on top of Google Maps 
• We need to be able to do this with historical 

information presented on top of historical maps 



Not many historical mashups so far … 



COPYABLE/MASHABLE 

• Technical embeddability of no value if we cannot 
legally include source material within our own 
works 

• The “open” in Linked Open Data is about 
copyright 
– Copyright notices need to be machine-readable 

• Usually a Creative Commons license variant: 
– CC0: Anyone can do anything (BL catalogue) 
– CC-BY-NC: Must acknowledge + no commercial use 
– UK “Open Government License” ~ CC-BY 
– US government Public Domain = CC0 



Academics & 
Copyright 

• Despite continuing 
issues e.g. with 
Ordnance Survey, UK 
government now often 
exemplary on opening 
data 

• Understandable that 
commercial companies 
less so 

• But why are academics 
and learned societies 
so restrictive? 



Academics & 
Copyright 

• Despite continuing 
issues e.g. with 
Ordnance Survey, UK 
government now often 
exemplary on opening 
data 

• Understandable that 
commercial companies 
less so 

• But why are academics 
and learned societies 
so restrictive? 

The nightmare: 
• Restrictive policies of purely 

academic bodies, on books whose 
authors were never paid a penny, 
means that many academic online 
projects led by information 
scientists are moving forward 
relying on problematic crowd-
sourced alternatives 

• Much of the problem is that many 
academics are ignorant and scared 
of intellectual property law, 
confusing copyright with moral 
right (the right to be 
acknowledged – i.e. what we 
really should care about) 



Conclusions 

We don’t just need “good stuff” to be digitised; it 
must also be: 
– Findable: designed to be reachable via search engines 

– Citable: have URLs designed as references, i.e. URIs 

– Linkable and Embeddable: published as Open Linked 
Data or equivalent 

– Copyable/Mashable: Under CC0 or CC-BY licensing 

– Sustainable: Can be relied on to exist indefinitely 
(Paul will talk about this) 



But if the right 
information is 
made available in 
the right way it 
will be very 
popular, and pay 
for itself …. 
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Income now covers not just 
hosting costs but salary of part-
time system manager/developer, 
enabling steady enhancement 

A Vision of Britain through 
Time: Unique Users per 
Month 2004-13 
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